
Keeping from forgetting the Lord 

I wanted to share a few thoughts about the dangers of forgetting God in this materialistic age, 

and to look at whether there are any practical ways to avoid doing so. My main passage is from 

Deuteronomy 8: 

Deut. 8: 11-14: “Be careful that you do not forget the Lord your God ... Otherwise, when you eat and 

are satisfied, when you build fine houses and settle down ... and your silver and gold increase and all 

you have is multiplied, then your hearts will become proud and you will forget the Lord your God.”  

Deuteronomy is a book in which not a lot happens. At the beginning of the book, the Israelites are 

waiting to go over the Jordan into the Promised Land, and at the end of the book they are still waiting. 

But in the meantime some important ground has been covered. Moses, as well as handing over 

leadership to Joshua, has done a sort of retrospective on what the Israelites have been through. He has 

reminded them of the miraculous signs and wonders they have witnessed in Egypt and in the desert, 

and of the commandments God gave them in Exodus 34. And in particular, Moses has given the 

Israelites a pep talk about the dangers of forgetting God when they are living in abundance in a land 

flowing with milk and honey. He seems to me to be saying that during the “hard yards” in the desert 

they had to depend on God on a daily basis to survive, but that was going to change shortly and they 

must be very careful not to forget God when things became easier. Spiritually speaking, the Israelites 

were going into a high risk environment.  

And this seems to me a particularly important message for today, not only for the many people in the 

world who emigrate or flee countries hoping for a better life, but even for anyone who gets a salary 

raise and moves to a bigger house. Changing countries happened even to Pakeha New Zealanders about 

150 years back. They were hoping make a fresh start with a more egalitarian society and their faith was 

strong – Robbie Burns’ nephew, Thomas Burns, hoped that Dunedin might be “a sample of the Kingdom 

of Christ.” Has it happened as he hoped? Is our faith as strong today as it was then, or have we also 

begun to “forget the Lord our God”? I think pretty well everyone in the materially well-off “first world” 

today needs to listen to Moses’s warning to the Israelites. I personally was terrified, spiritually speaking, 

of leaving Africa in 2003 because I realised that it was probably going to be way easier to forget God in 

the “first world”. I did not want to move if we were going to save our bodies at the expense of our souls. 

Others have found the same. An ODT article last year (12/10/2013) writes of a Dunedin man who, on 

returning from a volunteer trip to Kenya found it difficult even to walk down George Street. He said: 

“Western society is just so wasteful, when you see it from a different perspective. ... It took me about 

three months to get my head back into a Western way of life.”  

I think it is probably fair to say that all of us tend to fall gradually away from God when we are 
comfortable. We often pat ourselves on the back and think we’ve done pretty well for ourselves, rather 
than giving the glory to God. But Deut. 8: 17,18 says: “You may say to yourself, “My power and the 
strength of my hands have produced this wealth for me.” But remember the Lord your God, for it is he 
who gives you the ability to produce wealth...” Or Revelation 3: 17: “You say, ‘I am rich; I have acquired 



wealth and do not need a thing.’ But you do not realise that you are wretched, pitiful, poor, blind and 
naked.”  
So today I want to explore the dangers of forgetting God, and ask whether there are any ways to help us 
avoid doing so. 
 
I want to look at three headings: 

1. We were born to live in relationship with God and depend on him. 

2. What are the warning signs that we’re forgetting the Lord? 

3. Steps and strategies to guard against forgetting the Lord. 

 

1. We were born to live in relationship with God and depend on him 

i. “The chief end (purpose) of man is to Glorify God and enjoy him forever” (That’s the Westminster 

shorter catechism, which is prescribed reading for the Watson boys as soon as they cut their first 

tooth). But, would visitors from another planet landing on earth today really sense, even just for 

Christians, that our main purpose here is to enjoy God, or would they instead think we are only 

interested in maximising our leisure time and making some cash? It is interesting that one area in 

which rigorous scientists and creationists are in complete accord is over the “anthropic principle”, 

namely that our universe is very finely tuned for human life. A little more or less gravity, a slightly 

different composition of gases and we would definitely not be here this morning. Someone calculated 

the odds of the balance being so suited to human life as the same as throwing a dart from hundreds of 

kilometres up in space and hitting a target a minute fraction of a millimetre in diameter on the turning 

earth. It looks very much as if the universe was created for human beings, and Christians believe that 

this was for just one reason; so we can live in relationship with God. And if that notion is in fact correct, 

then it is absolutely crucial that we do not forget God. We’d be missing the whole point of life. 

ii. Dependence on God is not just a “nice to have”, it’s a “need to have”. We probably all know the 

comfortable words from Jeremiah 17:7: “blessed is the man who trusts in the Lord, whose 

confidence is in him. He will be like a tree planted by the water that sends out its roots by the 

stream.” I don’t know about you, but I really, really want to be like that tree planted by the water. 

But Jeremiah doesn’t leave it there. He goes on to spell out the converse: “Cursed is the one who 

trusts in man, who depends on flesh for his strength and whose heart turns away from the Lord” (v5). 

Depending on our own flesh for our strength is not merely unwise, it is actually perilous. It is life 

threatening. James 4:4 goes so far as to say: “Anyone who chooses to be a friend of the world 

becomes an enemy of God”. 

iii. There is a fine line between being responsible with the wealth God gives us and making the pursuit of 

worldly wealth and security an all-consuming quest. Yes, we do need to be responsible about living 

within our means and not being a financial burden on others in old age, but it is easy to keep “moving 

the goalposts” and accumulating more than we need. Pursuit of worldly security can frighteningly 

easily become our sole purpose in life rather than enjoying time with God. But the Bible says clearly 

that we need to invest in the afterlife right now.    

iv. A case study about God wanting us to depend on him: Question: who did God choose out of all the 

people in Israel to feed Elijah? Answer: God said: “I have commanded a widow in [Zarephath] to 

supply you with food” (1 Kings 17:9). So, what made this particular widow a good choice for God? 



What was on her CV to qualify her as the very best person in Israel to be entrusted with feeding 

Elijah? Let’s take a look: Elijah shows up at the widow and asks for a piece of bread. Remember, this 

is the woman whom God has chosen above everyone else to supply Elijah with food. But Elijah finds 

that she has only a handful of flour and a little oil in a jug, and she is collecting sticks to cook a last 

meal for herself and her son before they die. Humanly, she is the very last candidate who should 

have got the job! But the qualification that makes her supremely fitted for the task is that she of all 

people knew how much she needed God. And in fact God does supply all she and Elijah and the son 

need. The point is, God never wants us to think we have done it all ourselves. Even if we have enough 

money we must not forget that it’s only because of God’s provision – perhaps through our parents, 

our education, what country we happened to be born in or whatever. This applies even to kings. As 

Mary Reet said in a sermon not that long ago, King David was by no means perfect, but he had one 

outstanding quality that God loved: he consistently asked God what he should do (e.g. in 1Samuel), 

he relied on God’s strength not his own, and he gave thanks when God worked.  

So in summary, were born to live in relationship with God and we forget this at our peril. 

2. What are the warning signs of forgetting the Lord? 

What worries me is that when we begin to forget God it is sure to happen gradually rather than with 

alarm bells and flashing signs. We will probably still feel we’re okay even if we’re not okay, like the 

knight in C.S. Lewis’s “The silver chair”, who thought everything was fine except in brief moments of 

awareness each day when he knew that he was actually Prince Caspian of Narnia and in fact everything 

was desperately wrong. This kind of thing should worry us. Remember that, spiritually speaking, by living 

in the first world we are living in a high risk environment. Materially, we’re probably doing better than 

many in less developed countries, but spiritually we’re in a high risk zone and need to be particularly 

vigilant. Are there any warning signs that signal that we are testing positive for forgetting God and have 

left the narrow winding path and are on the broad road to hell?  

i. Praying the “Our Father” prayer each day and checking we really mean it. Remember, when Jesus’ 

disciples asked how to pray, this was the model he gave them. We know from James’s current 

sermons that it is a hugely important prayer, so hopefully we pray it each day, but only quite recently 

have I seen the Our Father as kind of a regular check for myself on whether I am forgetting God. 

When I say, “your will be done on earth”, sometimes a little voice in me thinks, that’s all very well, 

Lord, but I’m actually quite busy at the moment, and what I want also counts for something. And 

that’s when the alarm bells should start ringing.  

ii. How do we feel about observing the Sabbath? Why did God keep stressing the importance of the 

Sabbath? Why should God say (Ezekiel 20:21) that he would pour out his wrath on the Israelites 

because they desecrated his Sabbaths? Just because he particularly wanted them to have more 

leisure time? I think there are multiple reasons, but one that I have begun noticing is that how I feel 

about the Sabbath can tell me something about whether I am forgetting God or not. Some weeks I 

feel thankful that the Sabbath has arrived, but other weeks I see it as an irritating obstruction to my 

plans – I want to keep right on building or writing or marking. When that happens, I should say Uh 

oh! If I’m starting to see the Sabbath as an annoying obstacle to my worldly plans, then maybe I’m 



getting too fond of the world! I can do little tasks on the Sabbath, but without aiming for efficiency. I 

should be getting a glimpse of eternal time.  

iii. How do we score on our dreams? Dreams are a place where we can encounter hypothetical good 

and evil and have the opportunity to see our reaction to these. Our reaction to dreams when we 

wake up can tell us something – do we feel remorseful and repentant? Dreams also tell me that there 

is stuff in me at a very deep level that still needs to be dealt with. Psalm 17 says: “Though you probe 

my heart and examine me at night, you will find nothing.” I have to say that’s not true for me yet, 

but if we can ever say to God, with the psalmist, that even if he tests us at night he will find nothing, 

then we’re also going to be okay when we come round from an anaesthetic (when apparently some 

fairly murky stuff can come to the surface) and we’ll also be okay if we get dementia, because we will 

have allowed God to deal with murk at that very deepest level. So dreams are also an indicator of 

whether we’re forgetting God. 

iv. Do we feel okay about saying grace with guests? Over the years, as a family we have been blessed 

with friends who espouse a wide variety of beliefs and lifestyles, but they all know that in our house 

we say grace. But again, if we ever think “I want these people to keep their good opinion of me, so 

we might just skip grace tonight”, that should ring warning bells that we may be forgetting God. 

 
3. Steps and strategies to guard against forgetting the Lord. 

Finally, are there any ways to help us remember God? I’m no expert, but here are a few strategies that 

have stood the test of time not just for me but for Christians down the ages. 

Deuteronomy 6 says that to remember God’s commandments we should: “talk about them when [we] 

sit at home and when [we] walk along the road, when [we] lie down and when [we] get up.” We 

should “tie them as symbols on [our] hands and bind them on [our] foreheads. Write them on the 

doorframes of [our] houses and on [our] gates.” If taking any of that advice literally would help you, go 

for it, but I read that list as saying two things: first, “do whatever it takes to keep from forgetting God”, 

and second, “symbols can be helpful”.  

i. Use helpful symbols and covenants. Symbols can be helpful to remind us of things we have resolved or 

covenanted to do. Examples? Di and I, right from the start of our relationship, have always prayed with 

linked little fingers, not holding hands – symbolic of minimising physical contact and maximising spiritual 

awareness. Another example: Job had a little understanding between himself and his eyes – in (31:1) he 

writes: “I have made a covenant with my eyes that I will not look lustfully at a woman”. This is kind of 

flaky because strictly you can’t actually enter into a covenant with your eyes, but it’s a helpful memory 

aid for Job. I hope Di will not mind my telling you, but I was hugely touched to find that she has a 

covenant not to take negative thoughts with her to the beach – only to think positive thoughts there. It’s 

a little self-imposed convention that she finds helpful. I have a tradition that it is not okay to eat in the 

morning before praying. I do have a cup of tea but I see it as important to symbolise that I need spiritual 

food before taking nourishment for my body. There’s also the habit of committing each day to God as 

the computer boots up at work – during that time I ask the Holy Spirit to fill me and let me work in his 

strength not my own; again, this reminds me that I only have a job and a computer through God’s 



providence. This kind of symbolic prioritisation might also come out in for example doing a bible reading 

before reading the novel at night, not after: in theory this will add up to exactly the same amount of 

time spent – A+B = B+A; that’s the commutative law in mathematics – but the order is symbolically 

important. Another symbol, in bygone ages (like, when I grew up), was kneeling as a symbol of coming 

before God in humility. Maybe we don’t want to go that far, but we might want to think about not 

slouching when we’re worshipping, or fidgeting or texting. Each of these is small in itself but reminds us 

not to forget God.   

ii. Cultivate good habits. We are creatures of habit. Linked with using symbols and covenants is using them 

for long enough that they become routine habits. Years ago Laura made me a flax coaster for a tea cup, 

which I keep next to a particular window in the stairwell of our home, with a view out over the hillside, 

and that’s where I habitually say the Lord’s prayer each morning. Having a place and a time makes it 

easier to remember.  

iii. Fasting can help remind us that our strength is in God. When we think “fast” we don’t necessarily have 

to think of a heavy-duty 48 hour fast. Some people find shorter fasts less disruptive. Some Christians just 

skip lunch or breakfast and lunch on one day of the week, and they might continue to drink tea and 

coffee so that they can still work effectively. Or we can even just observe a mini-fast on a certain day by 

declining one biscuit in the tea room. Those kinds of self denial can be done even if a person has a high 

powered job. These remind us that our strength is not in ourselves but in God. Or Lenten fasts – I’m 

humbled by things I know people at Musselburgh have given up this lent. The kind of mind-set we need 

is the one the Israelites had when faced with huge armies and God said (e.g. 2Chron. 20:15, “The 

battle is not yours. It is mine.” Occasional fasts remind us not to forget the Lord our God 

iv.  “Roughing it” this includes fasting but also camping, tramping, or Mike Jowsey volunteering to test eyes 

in the Pacific, or even a walk around Victory Beach. These all make us appreciative of creation plus of 

how comfortable we normally are. They remind us that, for Christians, there’s a war on. That we’re 

living in a battle zone not a five star hotel. The Sabbath is for RNR – rest and retraining, but the rest of 

the week we should be using every moment God blesses us with. New Zealander Jamie Fitzgerald and 

Kevin Biggar before they rowed a race across the Atlantic decided that they were aiming to get to the 

finish line without one spare ounce of energy left and that is perhaps how we should be approaching life 

as Christians; so we get to the end with not one ounce of energy spare.   

v. Give thanks in all things. We can always find something to appreciate and say thanks about. Giving 

thanks in all things is probably the best way of all not to forget God. I find it impossible to think about 

giving thanks in all things without remembering Mike Tonks and the church memory stick and laptop. I 

came in looking for them one day and they were missing, and I wanted to shake someone. I thought I’d 

see if Mike knew who had them, and was on my way to his house when I met him near the bottom of his 

road. He had the laptop. What did he say? He gave God thanks that against all probability we had so 

fortuitously bumped into one another on the road at a time when he just happened to have the laptop 

and I just happened to need it! God is so good! Well, my whole day brightened up, Mike, thank you. If 

we have committed each day to God, it is easier to give thanks in adversity because we can assume he 

has allowed whatever happens for good reason.  

vi. Feed your soul. Christchurch city offers some good reminders. For example, the maze, where a person 

can walk in a complex pattern Christians have been using as a meditation for centuries, and say verses 

and prayers. Or learning poems and bible verses so that pithy lines are there waiting to go round in our 



heads when we are afraid or stressed rather than advertising jingles or swear words. Planting beautiful 

herbs and trees and flowers, and filling our houses and offices with flowers or leaves or stones or 

framed or laminated art works from ourselves, our friends, or our children and God-children. Then we 

can look on beauty and creativity. A work colleague taught us that walls can have more than just one 

picture on – he and his wife fill their walls with a glorious profusion of artworks. These things all help us 

not to forget God. 

vii. Say no to advertising. Barbara Kingsolver writes that it is well documented that television “creates a net 

loss of contentment.” “The amount of money people believed they needed to buy happiness actually 

doubled between the mid-1980s and the mid-1990s, and the figure is still reaching for the sky.” There 

are enough temptations in this world without signing up for more. Advertisers have a mission and it is 

not a Godly mission – it is a mission to make us dissatisfied with what we have. It is diametrically 

opposed to the bible’s mission, which is to make us thankful for what we have, to steward the resources 

of the earth not fill landfills with what still works and plunder the earth for bigger and better 

replacements. I realise that our family’s stance of no TV (only DVDs) is probably too extreme for most 

people, and I am certainly not being judgemental, but it may help at least to have a “No advertising 

material” on our letter boxes.  

viii. Live simply: There IS a social cost to living simply in an affluent society. It can be embarrassing to be 

“different”. One of the most gracious digs I have had about living simply was when someone at work 

once said to me, ‘Whoa, you must be an extremely polite, courteous driver’. I looked at him blankly and 

asked why. He said had just read about a study that found that people in decrepit cars are statistically 

more polite and courteous drivers! At the less gracious end of the spectrum, a colleague of mine, a full 

Professor with an enviable salary, was teased unmercifully about the 1970s car he drove and the clothes 

he wore. I was aware that he was a strong Christian, and to me what he wore and drove was perfectly 

consistent with what I knew he would be giving in tithe to the less fortunate, but it could not have been 

easy for him. This is a cost we need to count when we choose to live simply so we don’t forget God. 

ix. Observe family codes of speech: Part of not forgetting God might be that certain words are not welcome 

in a family home. Not saying the words reminds us that we’re under God not the world. For example, in 

our house the word “h.a.t.e” is banned: the girls are permitted to say “dislike intensely” but not the “h” 

word. I’m not evangelical about this – some other families have words on their forbidden list that are 

not on our list. When growing up, I remember my mother – who is sitting there looking so gentle; don’t 

be deceived – washing my mouth out with soap for saying a word that to this day I object to far less 

strongly than the word “h.a.t.e”. Again, this kind of thing is a reminder that we are under God’s rules, 

and that’s part and parcel of not forgetting God. 

x. Keep mindful of the needs of others. MBC’s mission work, in Thailand and Bangladesh and Africa 

reminds us that others are struggling. Newsletters, mission prayers. Mike’s social work, Paul’s prison 

work, Paddy and Ben’s short term mission, sponsoring a child in another country, these all keep us 

mindful of the needs of others. Keeping in touch – we have just had a Skype call with Ruth and it was like 

phoning a war zone. I thought I was under a lot of pressure at work here in Dunedin, but I was aware 

that it was nothing like what James and Ruth are under. Maybe phone or write to someone if you feel in 

danger of becoming too comfortable.  

 



4. In conclusion 
Let us live mindful of the perils of forgetting God. Here is what Psalm 73 says: “But as for me, my feet 

had almost slipped; I had nearly lost my foothold. For I envied the arrogant when I saw the prosperity of 

the wicked. They have no struggles; their bodies are healthy and strong. They are free from the burdens 

of common to man; they are not plagued by human ills.” [This sounds like the beautiful carefree people 

employed for advertisements, doesn’t it? But read on:] “... pride is their necklace; they clothe 

themselves in violence. From their callous hearts comes iniquity.” And the psalmist ends: “But as for me, 

it is good to be near God.” 

So let us pray that God will help us to stay near him and do whatever it takes not to forget him because he 

created us to live by his provision and his leading. 

Amen. 


